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SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION MANAGEMENT, FALL 2019, LTH
Scientific information management

• Improving your search process

• Research data management

• Reference management

• Use retrieved information in an ethical way
Plagiarism
Plagiarism

Don’t do it!
Reasons for references

• Give the reader the opportunity to check the original source.
• Give credit to other researchers.
• Clarify which ideas are your own and which come from previous research.
• Avoid plagiarism.

Video – Why references?
Libguide – Reference Management
LU Referencing principles

"Citations are to be included as soon as a source is used, irrespective of whether it is a direct quote or whether the source material is reformulated in the author’s words."

"Verbatim quotations are always to be marked as a quotation, e.g. with quotation marks."

What is self-plagiarism?
Self-plagiarism

"One’s own work from another context, such as a report from another course or scientific publication, is to be treated as a source. In such cases of ’self-plagiarism’, the same regulations as for other plagiarism are applicable, even though it is often more difficult to determine where to draw the line for self-plagiarism.”

Discuss

What do you think is the most difficult or unclear when it regards citing sources and plagiarism?
How about pictures?
Pictures

• You can’t ”quote” a picture like a text.
• You have to make sure you are allowed to use photos etc.
• Look for pictures that have no copyright.
• Look for pictures that ha Creative Commons-license.
Pictures

Source www.google.com
Pictures

Source https://pixabay.com/
Organize yourself to avoid (accusations of) plagiarism

• Be organised
• Keep track of sources and ideas
• Take notes of your research thoroughly
• Keep sources for references in a secure way, if possible
• Keep your notes and drafts in case you are accused of plagiarism
• There are specific rules regarding research data, consult your supervisors
• Use reference management systems

About Scientific misconduct Lund University website
http://www.researchethics.lu.se/research-ethics-information/scientific-misconduct

Good research practice Vetenskapsrådet 2017
Reference management

Reference Styles

There are several different systems for how to manage references and citations. When writing academic texts, it is important to follow the tradition which applies to the subject in question.

IEEE Reference Style

Reference Management: IEEE

APA Reference Style

Reference Management: APA

Källeremningsguide för APA och Vancouver

Harvard Reference Style

Reference Management: Harvard

Vancouver Reference Style

• Reference Management: Vancouver
• Källeremningsguide för Vancouver (nyversion)

LaTeX

Reference Management: LaTeX

LaTeX Tutorials

RisTeX

M.L.A Reference Style

• Reference Management: MLA
• MLA Tutorial

The Parts of a Reference

The parts of a reference

Academic writing

The parts of a reference

Nicolette Karst

LUND UNIVERSITY
Reference management programs
Advantages of managing references electronically

You can:

• create citations and bibliographies according to different citation styles

• Import, save and organise references from databases and library catalogues

• can create reference records yourself by hand
Advantages of managing references electronically

You can also:

• share links and references with others
• You can attach pdf:s or other files
• Sometimes you can add notes and annotations
Reference management programs where Lund University have a site license agreement

Contact your IT-department if you wish to start using EndNote. LDC Servicedesk can also give some support to staff on installation of the software.

To create an account:
1. Go to http://refworks.proquest.com
2. Click on "Create new account" and sign-up using your Lund University email address.
Reference management programs that are free

BibTeX – Connected to LaTeX, open source

Zotero – Open source

also

Menderley – Run by Elsevier
Reference management programs

Store ideas and sources for future use

Saves time if revision is needed

Makes it easier to cite sources and avoid plagiarism
Thank you
Thank you

Thanks to previous teachers at the Scientific Information Management course (Åsa Forsberg, Maria Johnsson, Emma-Lisa Hansson, Annika Hellbring, Lina Ahlgren et al)
Bonus

**Academic Integrity, AWELU** (Academic Writing in English at Lund University)
https://awelu.srv.lu.se/academic-integrity/introduction/

**Lund University MOOCs on Academic Writing**
https://www.lub.lu.se/open-online-courses